












 
1. By reducing the car parking requirement (even though the rule of 1 visitor car spot per 5

dwellings seemingly is waived all the time) will simply increase the number of cars around the
streets.

2. The proposed expanded parking restrictions will have little effect – just check the top of
Gaffney Street Hill and side streets.

3. It only benefits the Developers who will squeeze in more units into the block and create a
further divide between developments with current parking allowances and those that are
proposed.

4. Where will the workers (many don’t live locally) park if public transport is not suitable in terms
of availability  / timelines / area or even the type of work which requires a car?

5. Workers will simply move there cars every two hours which is unproductive if I was the
employer.  If you want to act like an inner city council – then start issuing business parking
permits.

6. Some businesses (such as restaurants) will be affected and will rely more on walking traffic to
remain viable if parking restrictions become too difficult to park for an extended time.

 
I have seen many other submissions online with many other valid reasons.
 
Unfortunately the issue at hand has arisen as one of ideology rather than common sense – plain
and simple.
 
When I read the local paper, I often shake my head at some of the decisions passed by the
current council and seems more about ideology/personal beliefs than common sense.
This current council is causing the biggest divide I have ever seen between the inner city of
Moreland and those of the northern part of Moreland.
Please stop pushing and shoving ideals that may work in the inner part of Moreland (Brunswick)
across all of Moreland – that is not your role.
 
Local government should be about governing for all in the electorate and not driven just by
ideology and you be striving to work better with the local state government seats.
 
Please delete my name and details for public viewing, but happy to talk to any councillor direct.
 
Regards
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